
UV • CUSTOM • LIFE-LIKE FOLIAGE • OUTDOOR • ENDURING
UV EXTERIOR PLANTSCAPING

Visit us online at: MakeBe-leaves.com



Our wide assortment of custom UV exterior artificial plantscaping has made it 
possible for landscape architects, architects and interior designers to create beautiful, 
maintenance-free garden settings for hotels, casinos, healthcare facilities, restaurants, 
commercial buildings, offices and residences. 

   
Visit us at MakeBe-Leaves.com

Customize your exterior landscape designs with UV stabilized exterior 

plantscaping that withstand the ultraviolet rays of the sun and the 

elements of weather. UV stabilized plants, flowers, trees and hedges 

will add long-term beauty to those hard to care for areas. 

Make Be-Leaves continues to expand our custom UV exterior 
plantscaping offerings and artificial foliage designs. 

UV EXTERIOR PLANTSCAPING

Call Susie 
800 634-1402
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https://makebe-leaves.com/landscape-architects/
http://www.MakeBe-Leaves.com


Our creative services are To-The-Trade custom for interior  
designers and architects, and business owners alike. 

Make Be-Leaves UV faux plant products are for commercial, offi ce or residential use & include artificial 
Boxwoods, Topiary, Ficus, Olive, Bonsai plants, large or decorative flowering faux trees. Call Susie at Make 
Be-Leaves today for a personalized project quote 800 634-1402  | email: susie@makebe-leaves.com 
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OUR DESIGN TEAM IS HERE FOR YOU

https://makebe-leaves.com/commercial-uv-interior-and-exterior-artificial-plants/
mailto:susie@makebe-leaves.com


UV EXTERIOR BOXWOOD HEDGES
Bring the splendor of nature into any living space! 
UV exterior boxwood hedges provide a perfect solution for creating privacy or division for hotels, restaurants, and 
residences.   Faux Boxwood Hedges are a great solution to create division and privacy – with a timeless, 
manicured elegance in a variety of styles. Perfect for balconies, rooftop lounges and terraces, or manicured 
borders for walkways and planter areas. Send us a photo or sketch of a style of hedge you are interested in, and 
we can custom construct it per your specifications.
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Our artificial hedges are constructed on welded powder-coated metal framing to offer the option of 
freestanding hedges, or custom built to fit into any size planter. Both look equally as beautiful as low 
and compact or tall, stately pieces.

ARTIFICIAL HEDGES FIT INTO ANY SIZE PLANTER 
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PRINCESS MARGARET HOSPITAL PARTERRE HEDGES
A grand-scale artificial exterior boxwood parterre garden. It’s not often we can take inspiration from the 
famed Gardens of Versailles, outside Paris, France. But their meticulously manicured parterres, visited by 
more than 6 million people a year, are not unlike what we were able to achieve at the Princess Margaret 
Cancer Centre in Toronto, Canada.
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https://makebe-leaves.com/grand-scale-uv-exterior-plants-creating-versailles-like-garden-from-artificial-materials/
https://makebe-leaves.com/grand-scale-uv-exterior-plants-creating-versailles-like-garden-from-artificial-materials/


LARGE SCALE ARTIFICIAL BOXWOOD HEDGING
Make Be-Leaves works with landscape architects, interior and exterior designers to produce and install life-
like custom plant creations worldwide. We are proud to be a WBENC-certified Woman Owned small 
business and California Certified Flame Treatment Applicator. We specialize in creating long-lasting realistic 
artificial plant products with custom turn-key installation.
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https://makebe-leaves.com/commercial-uv-interior-and-exterior-artificial-plants/
https://makebe-leaves.com/interior-designer-silk-floral-resource/


Our UV Ficus Privet Hedges are constructed on natural, water-treated wood trunks, providing privacy and 
greenery, while allowing some light through.  These hedges can be customized per specifications including 
overall height, length, density – and can be secured into rectangular planters, or set into existing soil. 
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UV EXTERIOR HEDGE-STYLE TREES & TRELLIS-STYLE PLANTINGS



Make Be-Leaves custom trees have been the signature line for 35 years.  Customizing is our specialty: 
Designers, Architects, and Landscapers enjoy providing renderings and/or images – collaborating with 
Make Be-Leaves to find creative, quality living-space solutions. 
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UV EXTERIOR CUSTOM TREES





ARTISAN CRAFTED ARTIFICIAL TREES
Our artificial tree artisans create the “skeletal” structure of the tree with the careful selection of natural, 
water-treated woods, and precise potting of the multiple trunks to create the desired height/shape. The UV 
stabilized foliage sprays are individually bent and curved to create natural “movement”. Starting from the 
top of the tree, our artisans drill and glue each individual foliage spray, working circularly around the tree 
to create a beautiful, balanced faux tree.  
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UV EXTERIOR FLOWERING PLANTS
Who wouldn’t love year round color and beauty in their flower boxes – maintenance free? Make Be-Leaves 
has great fun creating the exact look and color palate of our UV exterior flowering plantings for our 
customers’ planter boxes, window boxes,  decorative planters, base plantings, and tall trellis-style plantings. 
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Make Be-Leaves high quality UV exterior plants provide instant, year-round greenery with no maintenance. 
Our large variety of UV topiaries offer elegant, sculpted greenery – satisfying the most discerning eye.  
Choose from UV spheres, spirals, bullet-shape, tiered-ball shape, pyramid-shape – to create a sophisticated 
garden setting. Select from a wide selection of UV potted greenery including Laurel, Areca Palm, Cycas Palm, 
Fern, Basil, Trailing Ivys  – customized to fit into our customer provided planters, or potted in existing soil.  
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UV EXTERIOR POTTED ARTIFICIAL GREENERY & TOPIARIES







Make Be-Leaves custom UV exterior green walls provide a great solution for stark, unattractive walls, 
creating instant greenery and warmth to any space.  Significantly less costly than live walls, and virtually 
maintenance-free, our custom UV green walls offer the perfect choice.
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UV EXTERIOR ARTIFICIAL GREEN WALLS



These custom designed walls are constructed on lightweight, gridded powder-coated metal panels – this 
simple modular system is easily attached to any type of wall.  All faux foliages are UV stabilized, with UV 
protectant injected into the mold of each plant, which allows the green walls to withstand full sun and rain. 

Customizing is our specialty – choose from a variety of styles of foliages and design layouts, and lets design 
your next green wall project! 
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ALL OUR FAUX FOLIAGES ARE UV STABILIZED





ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS, PLANTS & TREES
Rain or shine, our UV faux plantscapes look stunning all year round! 

Our greenery includes the Boxwood topiary, faux succulent walls or 
flowering plants, hedges and artificial indoor/outdoor greenery.  

• Create or enhance an outdoor garden without all the maintenance 
and ongoing costs of live plants 

• Accent a patio, brighten a balcony or window box 

• Great for commercial use to beautify stark parking structures, roof 
top terraces 

Customize your exterior plantscape designs with UV stabilized silk 
plants that withstand the ultraviolet rays of the sun and the 
elements of weather. UV stabilized plants, flowers, trees and 
hedges will add long-term beauty to those hard to care for areas. 

Landscaping is crucial in transforming the overall design of any 
space – and UV artificial plantscaping has become an ever-growing 
great solution. Make Be-Leaves is your one-stop source for all your 
bespoke UV exterior artificial landscaping projects  

LUSH LIFE-LIKE PLANTSCAPES 
Visit us online at: MakeBe-leaves.com
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https://makebe-leaves.com/artificial-outdoor-landscape-architects/


Call Susie 
800.634-1402


